1 Look and answer the questions. Use the answers in the box.

Example: Was the children’s dad cooking? Yes, he was.

1 Were the children in the river? __________

2 Was it sunny? __________

3 Was the ice cream nasty? __________

4 Were the burgers delicious? __________

5 Were the children playing football? __________

6 Was Judy and Jack’s mum in the river? __________
2 Look at the sports day on pages 34 and 35 in your Language Book. Use was or were and the words to make sentences. Write answers.

Example: the bus / yellow?  
Was the bus yellow?  
Yes, it was.

1 it / sunny?  

2 bikes / black?  

3 tennis ball / brown?  

4 boys / on motorbikes?  

5 judo jackets / white?  

3 Look. Match the letters to make words.

1 sha ow  

2 wind now  

3 s low  

4 yel ow
4 Draw and colour.

1 Draw this boy’s shadow.

2 Draw three yellow birds.